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Abstract: The Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act of 1980 requires federal 
agencies to provide a meaningful role for rural subsistence harvesters in management of 
fish and wildlife in Alaska. Using their voices, we illustrate what a meaningful role is 
from the sociocultural perspective of subsistence harvesters. We constructed an 
interpretive analysis of qualitative interviews with residents of the Yukon-Kuskokwim 
Delta. Stakeholders’ perceptions of their roles and motivations to participate in 
collaborative management are linked to unseen and often ignored cultural features and 
differing worldviews that influence outcomes of collaboration. Agencies need to better 
understand Yup’ik preferences for working together and change their formats and 
methods of public engagement. More frequent and higher quality interactions between 
stakeholders in rural communities will create awareness of cultural differences. Improved 
awareness will allow managers to design and implement a process that is culturally 
appropriate and increase the meaningfulness of collaborative management. 
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“Some biologists recognize that to gain general acceptance, work in southwestern Alaska must 
be founded on personal relations” (Fienup-Riordan 1999: 18). 
Life in the Alaskan bush has physical, cultural, economic, and spiritual dimensions rooted in the 
land and driven by seasonal harvests of fish, wildlife, and other natural resources. Living in rural 
Alaska constitutes a way of life—a subsistence way of life. For Yup’ik residents of southwestern 
Alaska, harvesting and eating subsistence foods is a cultural necessity and requisite for health 
and wellbeing (Van Daele et al. 2001). Therefore, ensuring access to subsistence resources and 
retaining the essential link to the land is vital for survival of Alaska Native cultures and rural 
ways of life; maintaining rural residents’ relationships to the land absolutely requires that they be 
able to meaningfully take part in planning and decision-making for land use and resource 
management (Jacobs and Brooks 2011). 
 The United States Congress has declared rural residents of Alaska shall have a 
meaningful role in the management of fish and wildlife. Section 801(5) of the Alaska National 
Interest Lands Conservation Act of 1980 (ANILCA) reads:  
The Congress finds and declares that the national interest in the proper regulation, 
protection and conservation of fish and wildlife on the public lands in Alaska and 
the continuation of the opportunity for a subsistence way of life by residents of 
rural Alaska require ... rural residents who have personal knowledge of local 
conditions and requirements to have a meaningful role in the management of fish 





Authors have documented numerous concerns that governmental agencies in Alaska are 
not providing a meaningful role in fish and wildlife management for rural residents (e.g., Case 
1989; Thornton 1998; Jacobs and Brooks 2011; Alliance for a Just Society 2013). State and 
federal agencies responsible for management of subsistence harvests face inherent challenges 
and communication barriers (Thornton 2001). Alaska Native worldviews and epistemologies1 
generally conflict with agency managers’ conceptions of animals and the methods they use to 
plan, manage, and regulate (Kawagley 1995; Fienup-Riordan 1999; Bielawski 2003; Morford et 
al. 2003; Easton 2008; Argetsinger and West 2009). Gallagher (1988) documented challenges to 
communication between subsistence harvesters and agency land managers during public 
participation. He found subsistence harvesters were overburdened by the work involved with the 
public process used by agencies. Another study documented overreliance on public hearings 
used to record testimonies, overreliance on small advisory councils to speak in a consensual 
manner for multiple tribes and communities, and continued lack of trust among subsistence 
harvesters with law enforcement due to past mistakes and grievances (Jacobs and Brooks 2001).  
The number of applications submitted by rural Alaskans to serve as members of the 
Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta Regional Subsistence Advisory Council (Council) has declined in 
recent years; declines have been observed in all ten federal subsistence management regions in  
Alaska (Estus 2014; Office of Subsistence Management [OSM] 2014). The Council provides 
recommendations to the Federal Subsistence Board, which manages subsistence harvests on 
federal public lands and waters in Alaska. During a congressional hearing in September 2013, a 
                                                            
1 Following Kawagley et al. (1998), we use the term worldview “as a means of conceptualizing the principles and 
beliefs, including the epistemological and ontological underpinnings of those beliefs, which people have acquired to 
make sense of the world around them” (p. 134). Winthrop’s (1991) dictionary defined worldview as the “underlying 
logic and guiding assumptions of a culture, regarding categories of experience such as time, causality, nature, 
society and the self” (p. 324). Epistemology is the study and theory of the nature and foundations of human 




United States Senator from Alaska questioned whether the advisory council process provides a 
meaningful role for subsistence harvesters (U.S. Congress 2013): 
Currently, the regional advisory councils provide recommendations and 
information to the Federal Subsistence Board, but beyond that there is not that 
much authority ... I don’t think our regional advisory councils have any power ... 
beyond providing recommendations ... and it may or may not be regarded or taken 
into account. What can we do to empower the regional advisory councils … [and] 
make sure that it’s the local people … helping to advance some of the decisions? 
... How do you make the regional advisory councils more meaningful?  
To address such challenges, scholars have called for better understanding and integration 
of cultural, social, and relational dimensions of conservation and natural resources management 
(McNeely 1992; Howitt 2001; Maass 2008; Peterson et al. 2010; Hall et al. 2012; Weiss et al. 
2013; Jeffery 2014; Poe et al. 2014; Brooks et al. 2015). This growing body of research suggests 
that governmental agencies working in Alaska can provide Yup’ik people and other rural 
residents a meaningful role in fish and wildlife management if they better account for cultural 
differences and social relationships between stakeholders. 
The U.S. Congress did not explicitly define the phrase “meaningful role” in the ANILCA. 
Agency managers and biologists need to better understand the context of working with 
subsistence harvesters before they can provide a meaningful role. The general goal of this paper 
is to illustrate the sociocultural context of a meaningful role from the perspective of subsistence 
harvesters. The objectives of this paper are 1) identify features of Yup’ik culture and worldview 
that are often unrecognized and left out of the management process; 2) identify what prevents 




(i.e., barriers and enablers); and 3) develop an organizing system2 to show the results of the 
analysis and the primary relationships among the predominant themes. 
Study Area 
The study area is the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta in southwestern Alaska, known locally as the 
Delta (Fig. 1). The Yukon Delta National Wildlife Refuge comprises a substantial portion of the 
region and is under federal management. Bethel, the regional hub city, lies roughly 400 miles 
west of Anchorage. There are no roads connecting Bethel to any of the more than 50 villages in 
the region. Communities are only accessible by boat, airplane, or snow machine. 
There are an estimated 25,300 people living in the Delta (Abrahamson 2013). Of these, 
an estimated 87% are of Alaska Native or American Indian descent. There are approximately 
10,400 people who speak Central Yup’ik (Krauss et al. 2011). Yup’ik is widely spoken among 
those over age 65, many of whom are considered to be elders. 
Unemployment, poverty, and cost of living are high in the region (Abrahamson 2013). 
Harvest of fish and wildlife is a predominant part of the mixed subsistence-cash economy (Wolfe 
1998). Harvest of wild foods is about 490 pounds per person per year (Alaska Department of 
Fish and Game 2010). Subsistence harvesters favor their local and traditional foods for taste, 
health, and affirmation of their cultural identities and ways of life, including sharing and 
customary trade (Jenkins 2015). 
 
Methodology 
                                                            
2 Hermeneutic data analysis centers around the development of what Tesch (1990) described as an organizing 
system, or scheme. The purpose of an organizing system is to identify predominant themes, often nonlinear, through 
which largely unstructured qualitative data can be meaningfully organized, interpreted, and presented. The process 
of developing an organizing system is the analysis, while the final organizing system is the product of the analysis 





We collected interviews with rural residents of the Delta and observations of collaborative 
management meetings in Bethel and Anchorage. We define rural residents as Alaska Native 
peoples and nonindigenous Alaskans, living in the Delta and other rural places in the state. We 
refer to these stakeholders as subsistence harvesters. Methods included participant observation 
and in-depth interviews (Bernard 1994; Drury et al. 2011) with interpretive3 analysis of 
unstructured qualitative data (Mishler 1986; Gadamer 1989; Thompson et al. 1994; Patterson and 
Williams 2002; Brooks et al. 2006). We developed a final organizing system (Fig. 2) to bring 
analytical order to a large collection of interview narratives (Tesch 1990). 
 
Participant Observation 
The primary analyst recorded 200 pages of notes to inform the research design. Prior to visiting 
communities and interviewing residents in the Delta, he observed meetings of the Council and 
other advisory and collaborative working groups in summer and fall 2012. The following winter 
and spring, he participated in various activities with rural residents including, hunting, trapping, 
collecting fire wood, steam baths, and visits to schools. He spent hours travelling on the land 
with rural residents by snow machine. We used these experiences and observations to inform 
interviews and analyses. 
 
Selection of Key Informants 
We used a nonprobability, purposive sample to target consenting adults who were 
knowledgeable and had experience working with agencies in management of fish and wildlife 
                                                            
3 In a qualitative interpretive approach, the researcher plays an active role in the interpretation of the data and 
construction of meaning. This is why the data excerpts presented here often include dialog between participants and 
the researcher and between multiple participants. The approach presumes that meaning is co-constructed by those 




(Bartley et al. 2014). We targeted Alaska Native and non-Native members of the federal Council, 
state advisory committees, and other working groups (n=8); Yup’ik elders not presently serving 
on advisory boards (n=5); agency managers (n=4); agency scientists (n=2); and young Yup’ik 
hunters actively engaged in subsistence activities (n=2). Elder and middle-aged men represented 
the dominant portion of the sample, but four women and two young males were interviewed to 
account for exceptions to traditional gender roles and represent the voice of youth, respectively. 
Informants were selected in nine different communities, representing the Yukon (n=2) and 
Kuskokwim (n=6) drainages and coastal area of the Delta (n=1). Multiple places were selected to 
capture a range of perceptions of and experiences with fish and wildlife management.  
 
Interviews and Public Records 
Interviews were conducted with residents of Hooper Bay, Marshall, Russian Mission, 
Tuntutuliak, Bethel, Kwethluk, Tuluksak, Aniak, and Napaimiut (Fig. 1). In early 2013, one of 
the authors conducted 19 in-depth interviews with 21 people, identified by pseudonyms. The 
interviews were open-ended conversations guided by occasional probes and interjections. As he 
learned more about peoples’ perceptions of their involvement in management processes, he often 
asked different questions to capture new meanings. He recorded the two-way dialog as it freely 
evolved. 
Interviews ranged from 19 minutes to 3.5 hours, averaging one hour and 40 minutes. 
Verbatim transcripts were constructed from the audio files with the help of two professional 
transcribers. Total length of transcripts was 636 pages. A professional translator interpreted three 
interviews from Yup’ik to English as informants spoke. Transcripts of the October 2012 and 





We designed the analysis as a process for understanding the meaning of rural residents’ 
experiences in collaborative management (Bartley et al. 2014). We focused on connections 
between themes in the data, assuming that to effectively understand meaningful collaboration 
managers must consider how multiple dimensions of collaboration affect each other.  
As a starting point for developing an organizing system, we adopted the iceberg model of 
culture (Hall 1976). The iceberg model of culture provides a useful metaphor for organizing, 
discussing, and understanding the analysis and findings (Fig. 2; Lakoff and Johnson 2003; 
Proctor and Larson 2005). The iceberg model has the following tenets: 1) only a small portion of 
culture is visible to others outside of that particular culture (i.e., tip of the iceberg above the 
waterline); 2) unseen cultural features4 are located below the waterline of visibility; 3) unseen 
features of culture below the waterline comprise a substantial portion of the sociocultural context 
of collaboration and influence visible outcomes of collaboration at the tip of the iceberg 
(Morford et al. 2003; Maass 2008); and 4) to understand another culture, one must actively 
engage with that culture. 
While attending Council meetings and conducting field work, we observed that much of 
the sociocultural context of collaborative management is unrecognized in day-to-day 
professional interactions between subsistence harvesters and agency managers. In other words, 
social and cultural features are far below the waterline near the bottom of the iceberg and remain 
unaccounted for by agency managers because they are unaware of the existence and importance 
                                                            
4 An example of an unseen cultural feature is a group’s beliefs about the relationship between human beings and 
non-human beings such as fish and wildlife. Examples of visible cultural features can include preferred foods, dance 




of these features. Therefore, we chose the iceberg metaphor to help illustrate for managers the 
sociocultural context of a meaningful role in fish and wildlife management. 
Analytic Process  
The primary analyst read each transcript multiple times and identified nearly 1,800 meaning 
units. A meaning unit is the smallest unit of an interview narrative (e.g., one or more sentences) 
that is comprehensible on its own (Altman and Rogoff 1987; Tesch 1990; Patterson and 
Williams 2002).  He summarized the meaning units into concise statements to capture what had 
transpired inside larger passages. He wrote analytical memos about how each meaning unit 
related to the research objectives to create a basic understanding of each transcript. Using an 
iterative process, he wrote a series of seven synopses for each interview. Synopses comprised 
summaries of the aforementioned statements and memos organized by Objectives 1and 2. The 
synopses changed with each read as he learned new information or realized new patterns in the 
data. Each synopsis represented an interpretive cycle and reorganization of meanings units into 
themes (Fig. 3). In the final iteration of each synopsis, the analyst coded meaning units according 
to themes with Atlas.ti, version 7.1.3® to help identify relationships between themes.  
At the start of the second synopsis iteration, he shifted from examining the content and 
patterns in individual transcripts to examining content and patterns across transcripts. During the 
second iteration, he organized themes into obvious barriers and enablers, which are shown above 
the waterline in Figure 2 (Objective 2). Meaning units that did not relate to Objective 2 were 
reorganized in subsequent iterations into themes related to less obvious cultural features, which 
are shown below the waterline in Figure 2 (Objective 1). 
 




Below the Waterline: Cultural Features and Worldviews 
We found four features of Yup’ik culture and worldview under the waterline that often go 
unrecognized by agency managers: 1) the manner in which Yup’ik peoples tend to speak, labeled 
how we talk; 2) what it means to be a respectable Yup’ik person, labeled who is a real person?; 
3) knowledge; and 4) differing beliefs about the relationship between people and fish and 
wildlife (Fig. 2). The cultural features are described under separate subheadings for ease of 
presentation, but these are interrelated concepts.   
 
How we talk 
The way things are said is intrinsic to a culture (Colorado 1988: 58). For many Yup’ik 
subsistence harvesters, it is considered culturally appropriate to always speak in a positive 
manner and only about what one knows to be true (i.e., what one has seen, heard, and done; cf. 
Bielawski 2003; Maass 2008; Mason et al. 2012). Mr. Rollins, a member of an advisory group 
said it is important to speak with definitive and true statements and avoid uncertain terms: 
The words that come out of the person are who he is; what he believes. And you 
don't catch a person by other factor. ... Interviewer: ... I see ... the only way I'm 
going to do the best I can do, is if I try to comprehend ... Mr. Rollins: ... I'd rather 
you don't say, ‘I'm going to try to do the best I can.’ You're not positive. Be 
positive to you and people listening. ... Maybe you can use ... ‘with my research’, 
because they'll know right away you're speaking about something. … you're going 
to speak about the facts from your starting point is going to be listened to by 
everybody ... can hit everybody’s ear drums and have them decide on what they 




negative, during the presence of your speech, they're going to start walking 
around, going [for] coffee, this and that. ... don’t give any information that’s not 
true.’ It gives you more strength to ... give out the information ... in the best 
possible manner; ... The truth reveals the way to work [out] the problem ... the 
true subject … it’s going to make you able to find [an] avenue in which to work 
on a task. ... If you or someone talks to you, and keep saying, ‘I don’t know,’  ‘I 
think,’ ‘maybe,’ and ... ‘it might be;’ those are guessing [words]; that’s how they 
[agency managers and scientists] do it over there. That’s guessing, not giving you 
the right information. 
Many biologists and other natural resources scientists and managers apply rational, 
deterministic paradigms of science in their daily work (Argetsinger and West 2009; Mason et al. 
2012; Weiss et al. 2013). Natural resource scientists strive to approach the one true answer or 
solution, using replication and statistical probability (i.e., falsification of hypotheses; Barnhardt 
and Kawagley 2005). Because this approach to scientific knowledge involves sampling errors, 
data gaps, and other uncertainties (and cautious skepticism), agency scientists and managers 
often use what Yup’ik people call “guessing words” to present results of research and statistical 
modeling. This may often be the case at stakeholder meetings when biologists talk about 
population estimates, predictions, forecasts, and other statistical trends. Sometimes they speak in 
uncertain terms. This can often be interpreted by their Yup’ik partners as a problem because it 
appears as though scientists and managers do not know the true answers. Therefore, the 
perception is that the scientists should not be speaking about what they do not know for certain.  
Yup’ik peoples generally believe that speaking negatively or inappropriately about the 




consequences for the resources, other beings, and the land (e.g., Van Daele et al. 2001). An elder 
explained the impacts of disagreements and speaking without consensus: 
We started talking about trawlers—by catch—back in 2009. But we as a Native 
people [disagreed and] never talk with one language. ... We were talking three 
languages. Yukon was talking a different language, a different number. 
Kuskokwim was talking a different language. And we as a coastal people didn't 
talk the same language. ... One of the elders a long time ago … said when there 
used to be a lot of reindeer in this area … But people started fighting over them ... 
because they were fighting over the reindeer the Maker up there just had to say ... 
they're gone. There ain't no more reindeer now in the area. He said the same thing 
with fish. If you talk different languages [e.g., disagreements about allocation] 
about the fish, it will get fewer and fewer.   
At public meetings, Yup’ik subsistence harvesters often are not inclined to talk about decreased 
levels of returning fish stocks or other wildlife populations, or argue over access to resources. To 
them, talking is a powerful form of behavior, and speaking negatively about animals is 
understood to be disrespectful (cf. Colorado 1988). Discussing declines in populations or fish 
runs is perceived as negative by many Yup’ik people. Yup’ik people believe the transgression of 
disrespect through inappropriate talking can result in animals withholding their gifts in the future 
(cf. Zavaleta 1999; Van Daele et al. 2001).   
The Yup’ik cultural feature, How We Talk is not apparent in every-day interactions 
between stakeholders, so it is positioned near the bottom of the iceberg. Differences in 
communication styles and beliefs about the meaning and power of spoken words can lead to 




participation in fish and wildlife management. This challenge is rooted in distinct worldviews of 
knowledge (Kawagley et al. 1998; Fienup-Riordan 1999; Weiss et al. 2013) and cultural norms 
that guide how people communicate (Gallagher 1988; Schauber 2002; Morford et al. 2003; Ellis 
2005).  It is exacerbated by stakeholders’ lack of cultural awareness for each other.  
 
Who is a real person? 
Yup’ik people understand and refer to respected people as real people. The term real is used to 
describe a set of characteristics someone or something possesses which makes that person or 
nonhuman being ideal and true in the context of Yup’ik culture. Real people are identified by 
how they behave.                         
Mr. Conley: People in our region are really good at observing, at least the older 
people. Hours and hours just watching things … watching the river, watching the 
weather … watching other people … I always figured them old people—them 
older people they'd watch you; they'd never talk to you much. They watch you, 
and then, they'd figure out what kind of person you were. And then if they figured 
out you were a real person, they'd start talking to you. … Just by how you do little 
things. 
A real person such as an elder is one who has engaged a great deal with the real land and other 
real people to make his or her community a better place to live. 
Mr. Turner: Nowadays teachers are totally different than our teachers when we 
were kids. … [Teachers nowadays] only teach and [are] not involved in the 
village. But, they want us to listen to them, or bring our kids on time … if they are 




better … [We] ... want our participation to be working both ways; they want us to 
come to their meeting, and they wouldn't come to our meetings. … my teachers 
were real teachers, they teaches us in school in daytime, and on Sunday [in 
church] … involvement helps; both for the managers, if they [are] involved and 
… not doing their own stuff all the time. … they may have time to go to a village 
and have meeting ... and let them know … why they are there to manage fish and 
game. Why they have to carry the law. … if people understand that, they would 
feel better … you learn from them … and learning how we ... operate, how we do 
the work, or how we hunt and fish, travel, camp, trap, how we live in the village. 
… If they … learn, that would help. ... That's the way to be, involvement. … one 
time, I had to help ... a kass'aq [i.e., outsider] teacher here in the village. I build a 
steam house by the school, and he took maqi in there … he and I went seal 
hunting together … moose hunting … if the people [i.e., agency managers] were 
like that, we would feel better for that person, or be friends with them ...  
A real person is a person who shares their time, knowledge, and resources with others for the 
betterment of the community, and real people are afforded great respect. Being a real person is a 
standard in the Delta that determines how Yup’ik people perceive outsiders and outsiders’ 
involvement in Yup’ik communities. Who is a Real Person affects levels of trust in and value of 







The cultural feature, knowledge is discussed in terms of how Yup’ik people believe it should be 
shared and how they believe a person becomes knowledgeable. For the Yup’ik, there are 
appropriate ways to work together, and sharing comprises a substantial part of success. 
Subsistence harvesters said that knowledge is to be shared with everyone, not withheld. Mr. 
Turner, subsistence harvester and advisory group member explained: 
… it's not just knowledge, it's ah, what you want to do is ... help everybody, not 
just one person. This information is not just for you; it's for everybody. So when 
everybody knows, it works better. … Interviewer: I wonder sometimes, when the 
Fish and Game or Fish and Wildlife is not sharing everything they know. Mr. 
Turner: … That becomes a problem later on. … sharing is the best thing. Like a 
piece of candy, you would like it. And if I didn't share it with you, you wouldn’t 
like it. ... you wouldn't be happy with me. That's the way it is with the 
information, if you share it to people, and make people understand ... protection 
people [i.e., law enforcement] have their own work, Fish and Game have their 
own work, Fish and Wildlife have their own work. But if they share it with other 
people and let people understand, that's the best thing, and there would be nothing 
against you and me, or those other people too. … You trust me, and I trust you. 
A Yup’ik respondent further explained that the elders have said it was the same as being a 
“thief” to not share one’s knowledge with others … “we must share our knowledge”. Sharing 
knowledge has to be reciprocal and respectful to be successful (Mason et al. 2012). 
Conversely, managers explained that it is considered professional in agency culture to 




issues may have unexpected consequences or negative repercussions. An agency manager 
explained why closed-door meetings and private discussions may occur during public meetings:  
The reason that happens is because no one wants to see a free association of 
decision making between the managers going on in front of them. No one really 
wants to see my boss arguing with her boss or my boss arguing with the federal 
government … that's unprofessional and should be done at some other level … At 
some point you have to be allowed to make a decision and … not every case are 
they going to want to talk about it all in public … because somebody might want 
to be candid and that candor might not be ... their [agency’s] position … What if I 
stood up in a meeting and said, ‘well I think that's perfectly reasonable idea ... we 
should go ahead and do that’ and the … [agency] is thinking ‘well, we can't do 
that because law prohibits us’ … it would really have been better for me to bring 
that concern up in private … then we … don't look like a bunch of buffoons.   
Agency culture dictates that communications occur through proper channels (e.g., chain of 
command, supervisory approval). Some information in the form of inside knowledge often is 
distributed on a need-to-know basis in agency settings. This atmosphere serves well to protect 
the interests of the agency but limits sharing knowledge with subsistence harvesters. Agency 
managers and Yup’ik subsistence harvesters are largely unaware of one another’s beliefs about 
and reasons for sharing or not sharing information while working together. 
For the Yup’ik, knowledge is acquired through listening, observing, and most importantly 
doing practical things on the land. Mr. Conley said, “[If] you want to know the people, know the 
land … you can’t separate them.” Mr. Larson, a member of an advisory group, said agency 




The concerns my village has …we want to see the escapement goals met on these 
nearby rivers; we don't want the future generation to be not able to harvest salmon 
… That's the message we've been trying to get over to the Fish and Game and 
Fish and Wildlife … when they come up with escapement goals, we always tell 
them it's too low, but they always say they are experts; when other environmental 
factors were not even considered … and their experts don't live here, they're 
elsewhere. And if you look at Board of Fish, their chair is out of Anchorage, I 
don't think he ever set a foot anywhere on the Kuskokwim River, or to fish camp, 
or to a village—they don't know how we live. 
When agency managers are perceived to lack experiential knowledge on the subject matter they 
are discussing, subsistence harvesters question their capacity to be effective decision makers. 
Mr. Sterling: … I think if they were to take the Federal Subsistence Board and 
probably revamp that and make it … appointed citizens on that board that it 
would truly begin to reflect the cultural, traditional, spiritual values in subsistence 
… a lot of the Federal Subsistence Board members never lived in the village. 
They've never participated culturally, traditionally, or spiritually in a hunt or 
fishing. … but when you have … board members who grew up and that have 
done that, then, they can really begin to understand. … I don't know what's the big 
fear about having a whole bunch of rural people making up their own decisions 
versus decisions being made from [Washington] DC handed down to these 
management heads. I think that’s a dangerous system for me, I mean with the 





The challenges surrounding the value, legitimacy, and utility of stakeholders’ knowledge and 
experiences are intensified by stakeholders’ lack of awareness and understanding of each other’s 
ways of life and beliefs about knowledge and who is a knowledgeable person. 
Mr. Sterling: Ah, most of the people on the boards and councils … they have a 
very limited exposure to the true subsistence way of life. ... and a lot of the people 
are from the urban areas and have never actually participated in the harvest of 
salmon resources or other fishery resources, never seen the processing, the 
traditions … of the first catch, community celebrations, … instruction that we 
receive from our elders and the proper way of ... harvesting, and what to do after 
harvesting the resources in respect to the animal, ... it's not [just] for our … food 
security purposes, it's not just necessarily for the food alone, it's also paying 
respect to the animal … [and] the Creator. … the vast majority of the people that 
sit on these boards are not aware of all that goes into it.  … There's a huge cultural 
and traditional and perhaps spiritual portion that is poorly understood.           
Managers and scientists should spend more time in rural Alaska in communities and on the land 
in the company of subsistence harvesters to show that they have gained the appropriate 
knowledge to manage fish and wildlife. In the Yup’ik perspective, experience on the land carries 
equal or more weight than graduate degrees and professional titles.  
 
The relationship between people and fish and wildlife 
Yup’ik subsistence harvesters generally believe people are connected to and share equal and 




1999; Argetsinger and West 2009). Mr. Rollins, subsistence harvester and member of an 
advisory group explained:           
... when you harvest a big game animal ... a moose, bear, ... it's a common 
tradition seem like—common cultural and spiritual tradition to … give the animal 
water, after harvesting 'em. Ah, some say that it is to make sure that they do not 
go into the next world thirsty, that ... their spirits can communicate with the other 
animals ... you harvest this animal in respect, you treated it well by giving it 
water. … Those animals will see that respect and come back here. And ... disposal 
of the various parts that are not eaten ... the heads of the animals, we don't 
normally take home, but now, when you lay it on the ground you lay it towards 
the ... sunrise, east, so they can see the sunrise. And you never leave ... the hide 
outside ... some hunters take and bury ... the fur and ... burn ... the intestines so 
that they don't turn rancid and be disrespectful. 
Mr. Rollins described a relationship of respect and equal standing, not a hierarchy where 
humans govern over fish and wildlife. Because of their reciprocal relationship with land and 
animals (Fig. 2), many Yup’ik subsistence harvesters do not perceive themselves to have 
authority to manage or control other living beings in their world; it would be disrespectful and 
potentially dangerous to think or act as if they did. This perspective is not limited to Yup’ik 
peoples. Many indigenous cultures in arctic circumpolar regions share the belief that animals are 
not to (or cannot) be controlled or manipulated (Bielawski 2003; Nadasdy 2003; Wolfe 2006; 





Interviewer: ... I was asking … how you view your relationship to animals and the 
land. John: It's a big relationship. Tommy: One that cannot be broken. John: It's 
not a little small relationship; it's a big part ... to me, it's a way of life. Tommy: 
Let's say you are at fish camp; you have seagulls, bears, and ravens going after 
your fish on the rack drying. And when they do that, you want to protect your 
food … what you need to live, and any animal; any person will do the same. And 
out there, they're [animals] teaching you ...  showing you ... John: They're taking 
opportunities too. ... that's how animals teach you things, important lessons ... 
Because you are an animal too, we're just all beings. Tommy: ... We are part of 
this place; we are all in the same ecosystem. ... Things have to live on other 
things, eat other things to stay alive, and that's what we do out here ... Fish, birds, 
caribou, flies, mosquitos, worms, whatever, we're all the same; we all got spirits. 
... humans are not higher than animals ... John: This is our home; this is their 
home, too, but they were here first ... we got to respect them. 
While acknowledging uncertainty and data gaps, agency managers understand their 
relationship and role as managing fish and wildlife for the purposes of harvest, conservation, 
natural diversity, optimal escapement, and/or maximum sustained yield. In their role (often 
viewed as separate from and above animals), managers possess the ability and legal authority to 
regulate, manipulate, and control animals and conservation outcomes, using scientific 
knowledge, statistical prediction, and expert judgment. An agency scientist explained: 
Mr. Gables: ... We don't know what the outcome is actually going to be. … We 
take our best shot at what we think it's going to be … usually in those situations 




us, the decision that we made was the correct one in the end when you look at the 
numbers of fish. … folks on the working group have the luxury of … taking into 
consideration … other factors that are important … they can prioritize them over 
factors that we have to consider by law, or the first things that we have to protect. 
Right, so, the biology basically, number of fish to the spawning grounds. We … 
are obligated by law to meet our escapement objectives, right? And if that causes 
people to not fish, then, that's unfortunate. That's what managing the fishery is 
about. .. you try to factor in things like, ‘oh, give us one day, or … why didn't you 
have the opener sooner when we had good drying weather’ … People don't, 
sometimes make the connection that the only way you can meet your escapement 
objectives is not by just moving pieces around on the board, right? You have to 
take the pieces off the board. A dead fish is going to be a dead fish. … I mean 
there's a little bit of … play, but you have to reduce harvest ultimately.  
Managers’ approaches to wildlife management are based in their agency’s culture and 
their worldview on land and animals. In North America, agency culture and tradition have been 
substantially influenced by the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation in which agency 
managers adhere to two basic tenets: “harvest of wildlife is reserved for the noncommercial use 
of individual hunters”, and harvest “is to be managed in such a way that wildlife populations will 
be sustained at optimal levels forever” (Mahoney et al. 2008: 9). Land management agencies 
manage fish and wildlife according to laws, policies, and regulations that did not exist in the 
Yup’ik world until relatively recent times. In Alaska, much policy guidance and regulatory 
direction come from the ANILCA and memoranda of understanding between the federal and 




principles for agency managers (e.g., Zamparo 1997; Mahoney et al. 2008; Argetsinger and 
West, 2009).  
 
Above the Waterline: Barriers to and Enablers of a Meaningful Role 
The area above the waterline in Figure 2 illustrates three categories of visible barriers and 
enablers, including 1) agency formats and methods, 2) Yup’ik elders and tribal leaders, and 3) 
Yup’ik preferences for working together. The categories are described under separate 
subheadings for ease of presentation, but we note they are interrelated.   
     
Agency formats and methods 
The how, where, and when of collaborative management are important factors in providing a 
meaningful role. Many rural Yup’ik people are required to participate in the collaborative 
process using a second language. Subsistence harvesters who speak Yup’ik as their primary 
language expressed that comprehending technical jargon used by scientists at meetings is a 
challenge. A member of the Council explained: 
Mr. Smith: So I have a concern ... Sometimes we have a difficult time when 
someone is speaking like scientific languages, and one time I heard in our meeting 
... someone was complaining that those kinds of languages are pretty hard to 
understand for most of us, those speaking second language in English. 
We recommend removal of all acronyms and technical jargon from written and oral 
presentations to rural subsistence harvesters. For public meetings in the Delta, managers should 





There have been times when Council members have not received meeting materials from 
the agencies in time to review them before formal meetings. 
Mr. Chairman: ... I really feel at a disadvantage at this time. I was certainly 
looking to have this packet sometime ahead. I know it was online, but I don't 
know how things operate in the federal office, but I would presume that it's the 
same in many other areas, that you don't do outside work in your formal work 
place, and I do not have Internet access at home, and I'm sure many other people 
are in the same situation. I was finally able to get a copy of it last night and just 
look it over briefly, but I haven't had the time to give it any kind of homework, 
and it's really frustrating for me.                              
Communication of the written word needs to happen earlier and more often in the process. Rural 
residents need time and capacity to explore, discuss, and act upon meeting agenda items to have 
a meaningful role. This requires agencies to provide required materials well in advance of 
meetings, and perhaps, hold work sessions with rural residents and Council members prior to 
formal public meetings to help them understand the materials. 
Traditionally, meetings were held in men’s houses or qasgi, and all participants were 
permitted to speak without use of microphones, foreign rules of order, and written agendas. 
Several Yup’ik subsistence harvesters said that formally testifying in front of people, using 
microphones, is something that they are not used to or comfortable doing. 
Tommy: There are people out there that want ... something done ... they don't 
agree with these regulations or these rolling closures. ... you know, when the 
season’s closed. There's hundreds of people; probably thousands of people out 




they don't know how to do it. You know, walking into a conference room, sitting 
in the middle of the room, talking to a microphone—that's intimidating. It's not 
what we do around here every day. To those people living in Anchorage, you 
know, ‘Oh we've got a meeting at three o'clock. ... Tuesday we've got a meeting at 
such-and-such time.’ John: That's their job. Tommy: We don't ever do that. Like 
this interview, we're not used to this. I was a little intimidated because these mics 
are right in front of us. Same thing with those people out here, they're intimidated; 
they don't know what to do; they're not used to it. ... they want change; they want 
to help, but they don't know how to do it. 
Audio difficulties with the teleconferencing system used at meetings of the Council and 
other advisory and working groups have stymied meaningful participation. 
Interviewer: What suggestions would you make to managers that would be 
helpful for you and other subsistence users wanting to participate in these 
meetings ... Mr. Sanders: Improve their ... audio capacity ... It’s so damn hard 
when I’m sitting up in Aniak with my telephone. ... just the mechanical part of the 
meeting. Just make that a little bit better. You know, people don’t tune in to those 
meetings because it’s so hard to hear and stuff. It’s just a very inefficient way. ... 
Maybe that’s state of the art right now. But, I think there are probably some things 
they can do to improve it. ... Try to get equipment that would play the sound back 
over the teleconference in a way that would be clearer. 
One subsistence harvester said meetings held by federal and state agencies are too long, 




Mr. Larson: And ... these types of meetings, they're time consuming. And they're 
all alike ... sometimes they'll go there in the morning all day long, well into eight, 
nine in the evening, twelve, thirteen, fourteen hours. ... I used to see them go to 
nine or ten o'clock at night ... It's just kind of frustrating—you know, by between 
three, four, five in the evening, people start to walk out losing interest, tired. 
They're brain-washed all day. ... Especially, you've seen our Council, all the 
elders. It's very tiresome for them to sit all day long. 
We recommend holding less formal meetings that resemble traditional settings such as 
the men’s house and rely less on microphones, telephones, and printed media. 
Subsistence harvesters have suggested that their participation in and satisfaction with fish 
and wildlife management is low because they are not familiar with the processes used in the state 
and federal subsistence management programs. Most meetings are held in hub communities like 
Bethel. Some subsistence harvesters recalled that participation from the people was greater when 
meetings were held in remote communities. 
Mr. Sterling: ... for a lot of our people in our villages out here, the entire federal 
and state management system is just totally foreign. It's like a foreign government 
invaded our home ... There's some understanding of ... the forces that make the 
regulations, but if they don't see it, how are they going to learn about it? ... [hold] 
Council meetings in the villages ... give them a little bit of exposure to that. ... 
we’ve always seen a very small amount of people from the villages actually travel 
to the regulatory meetings. ... Interviewer: ... what would be the major reasons? 




have meetings in the villages. People would come in, participate, and testify ... 
people can observe, watch, and see how the process works. 
It is not enough for subsistence harvesters to travel to Anchorage or managers to Bethel for a day 
or two. Agency managers, especially decision makers, must be willing to travel to and engage 
with subsistence harvesters in remote communities outside of hub cities if they wish to be 
accepted as real people and knowledgeable managers. Doing so will expose more subsistence 
harvesters to collaborative management processes. 
 
Yup’ik elders and tribal leaders  
A large part of a meaningful role involves who makes management decisions and regulations. 
Subsistence harvesters believe being qualified to serve on the Federal Subsistence Board and 
make decisions on fish and wildlife requires a person to know and understand subsistence ways 
of life. This belief has connections to Yup’ik beliefs about how one becomes a knowledgeable 
person. Some subsistence harvesters think that the Federal Subsistence Board should be a 
citizen-appointed board answerable to rural constituents, not government authorities.  
Mr. Sterling: ... for the Council processes itself, that was developed out of the 
eyes and visions of probably the regional directors, people pretty high up in these 
management agencies. ... I believe they were done without consulting people in 
the villages, how they would like to see a meaningful ... process ... How I think 
that they can possibly make it a true local participation in the management 
process would be through tribal consultation in the selection of the Council 
members. There is no opportunity for the tribes to come in and say, yes we 




and so, and these are the following reasons. ... seems to me that … it's really 
important to get the tribal opinion on the selection of the [Council members] ... 
One way to increase input and representation by rural subsistence harvesters in the process 
would be through tribal consultation where tribal leaders take an active role in selecting members 
to serve on the Council and Federal Subsistence Board (cf. Shearer 2007; Donoghue et al. 2010). 
Because they are considered highly knowledgeable, elders are held in high esteem by 
other community members. This is especially the case for youth whose role is to sit and listen to 
elders speak about fish and wildlife and not to directly participate in management decisions. 
Elders engaged in collaborative management become frustrated when they have to tell their 
people there is nothing they can do because managers are not listening to them. 
Mr. Smith: ... a lot of times I'm ashamed to admit that I'm on the Council, because 
we're helpless. Everybody else is doing things to dictate to us what we can eat and 
when we can eat it. ... We've been there for 30,000 years. The Fish and Wildlife 
and Fish and Game are new entities. The only education they have is based on 
paper. ... They don't live in a village, they don't live in a fish camp. It's very hard 
for people like me to stop what I've been taught to do ever since I can remember. 
And it's very frustrating for elders, and especially the young people who look up 
to the elders to say, ‘what can we do?’ And the elders' response is, ‘we can't do 
anything. Our hands are tied’—very frustrating.  
When agency managers do not listen to elders, they appear ill-informed, less knowledgeable, and 
perhaps disrespectful in the eyes of subsistence harvesters. Moreover, agency managers cannot 
listen to elders if they do not meet with them. There is evidence that interactions between 




Interviewer: ... do managers ever come out to speak with you on these things? ... 
Ms. Took: [Yup’ik response] Translator [for Mrs. Took]: She said ... yes the 
managers do contact local people, but they choose to meet with the fishermen, not 
with the rest of the elders. They only meet with the fishermen, the commercial 
fishermen and let 'em know what they're going to be doing.  
However, a common Yup’ik practice of problem solving is to discuss a problem with many 
elders. 
Interviewer: ... What would be a better way than having them come in front of 
those microphones? Tommy: Just like how they used to do it back in the old days, 
in the qasgi, in the men's house. They sit around like this and they talk. Some of 
them are real quiet the whole time, and at the end they say something good. John: 
It's not interrupting somebody, you let them finish, and everybody gets equal time 
to talk. Tommy: A lot of people in these [formal meetings], they say, ‘Oh, the 
time’s up, we need to keep moving.’... In the qasgi, what they used to do is 
probably sit all night talking sometimes. ... if there was an issue, and one person 
didn't agree with it, then they'd all sit down and talk. ... John: I think [listening to 
elders] in the school in every community, that's when you get your best results ... 
things work. Tommy: Not come to Bethel or Anchorage and sit in front of a 
microphone in front of people you don't know. 
For the Yup’ik, their elders are revered in a way similar to how agency managers revere science 
and regulations. We recommend that managers and scientists work to include elders to the 
greatest extent practicable and recognize their local authority to improve the meaningfulness of 




Yup’ik preferences for working together 
Learning about each other is important to Yup’ik peoples. Trust and relationships are reaffirmed 
and strengthened through spending time together. When residents of the Delta do not get to know 
managers and managers do not get to know residents, trust necessary for building effective 
working relationships cannot exist or be built. 
John: We don't know them. We never see them, don't know them. Tommy: I don't 
know who the managers are. John: I have no idea. I never saw a face, never heard 
a voice. Tommy: never heard a name. John: To me it's the Fish and Game or Fish 
and Wildlife, that's all I know. ... Tommy: When you know them, there is trust. 
When you don't know them, simple as that, you don't know them.    
Subsistence harvesters observed that managers either never or rarely visit their 
communities. Some subsistence harvesters expressed that when managers do come, bad things 
happen. “People think right away about law enforcement people when they hear about Fish and 
Game or Fish and Wildlife.” Agency managers and subsistence harvesters have infrequent 
formal interactions at meetings and even fewer informal interactions outside meetings, 
contributing to their lack of cultural awareness. Interactions must not be limited to formal 
business but include informal socialization and personal conversations to increase comfort level 
and familiarity between stakeholders as real people and not merely business associates (Jacobs 
and Brooks 2011; Mason et al. 2012; Bartley et al. 2014). When invited, agency managers and 
decision makers should participate in subsistence activities with rural residents to gain first-hand 




Learning about each other, especially cultural awareness requires more than providing 
information for rural residents to read; it requires spending time together in communities and on 
the land and a willingness to openly approach learning as a two-way street. 
Participation helps. If a person [i.e., manager/scientist] goes to a fish camp ... they 
would learn both ways—I mean, the people in the fish camp learn from somebody 
who comes, and the other way around. ... it's, both way learning, for those 
managers. Like I mentioned, people think they ... are protection people [i.e., law 
enforcement]. You're not; even you tell 'em you're not ... That's the way people 
would understand the difference ... I think [more quality interactions] would help 
a lot. And these people [i.e., managers and scientists] need to participate more in 
the villages, not only come for … problems. ... That's involvement. 
Two-way interactions include respecting what subsistence harvesters bring to the 
management process. Subsistence harvesters often feel that managers and scientists challenge the 
value and utility of their local knowledge. 
It's always scary to do presentations, especially if you come from the villages and 
present your traditional environmental knowledge to the ... [managers]. Too often 
a dismissal says our testimony being folklore or rhetoric. It's a frustration, because 
we're the people that live all our lives over here. We know our own conditions out 
there. And, people that come in from the outside to manage it, too often they say, 
you don't have no college degree. You don't have a science background. Yet we 
live with it, know naturally, it's all our lives …We know the area well, and our 




Agency managers apply scientific knowledge and tend to question the value of other ways of 
knowing. A rural advisory board member said that managers “too often disregard” traditional 
knowledge. But if it comes from their own biologist or scientists, they say, “Here’s good 
valuable data.” 
We recommend that managers and scientists place a higher value on local knowledge by 
asking subsistence harvesters to jointly design research studies and management plans (cf. 
Zamparo 1997; Colorado 1988). Research objectives designed and guided by approaches only 
familiar to western scientists and managers tend to overlook alternative ways of knowing applied 
by Alaska Native peoples. Limiting research in this way limits the scope of what is knowable, 
and it creates frustration on the part of stakeholders whose knowledge is excluded (Bielawski 
2003; Mason et al. 2012). There exists enough commonality between Yup’ik knowledge and 
scientific knowledge to be complementary in joint research (Kawagley et al. 1998; Berkes 1999; 
Barnhardt and Kawagley 2005). This is especially the case for participatory rural appraisal 
(Chambers 1994; Beebe 1995; Berardi 1998) and action research (Stringer 1999). Stakeholders 
should work together more often to discuss the principles underlying their unique knowledge 
systems to discover similarities and differences (LaRiviere and Crawford 2013). In the process, 
they will create a deeper understanding of one another’s differences and an informed 
appreciation and respect for the value and utility of their respective ways of knowing (Zamparo 
1997).  
When subsistence harvesters feel they are not being listened to by managers, they may 
become frustrated and cease to participate. Some subsistence harvesters have grown weary of 




Ms. Carter: If things don't change over the next couple of years, then I think that 
[working group members] ... and myself and some of these other people [are] 
going to say, nope, this working group is not working ah, and we're going to 
become the voice, but we're not going to be a part of the working group. ... 
Interviewer: ... The amount of applicants that are applying for Council 
membership has declined ... If I were to ask you why that was … Ms. Carter: I 
didn't like the process of the decision making and that we were just advisory. ... if 
you want my opinion, I want it to have some weight. If you want me to volunteer 
my time, you get paid to do what you do ... I want ... my time to be meaningful.  
Subsistence harvesters defined a meaningful role as the capacity to work together with other 
stakeholders, having an equal position of influence in decision-making processes. 
Mr. Owens: ... meaningful role—I'd like to see our own people do the research, 
and come up with information, that we can provide, or work with. ... be able to sit 
across the table from the state, or the fed's, and tell them, ‘Hey, we don't agree 
with this … because of these [reasons]. What are you going to do to fix the issue 
to make us agree with you?’ We're willing to work with you, or we're willing to 
disagree, for the benefit of our people. We just don't want to agree with you 
because you guys ... say that you have the role and responsibility to try and 
protect the overall welfare of the rest of the nation, because this is our country, 
and we grew up on these resources, and we want to be able to have them around 
in perpetuity to help provide food for many people that are going to become in the 
future, as well as the present day.  ... The best managers, who have really watched 




Agency managers should work toward providing more ways of sharing authority for decision 
making with rural subsistence harvesters by pursuing lawful co-management agreements. 
Nearly every activity Yup’ik people conduct from birth to passing is approached with the 
help and guidance of others. Hunting, collecting wood, berry picking, fishing, cutting fish, and 
taking steam baths are collective activities. Because life’s tasks are collectively, not individually 
ordered and conducted in the Yup’ik world, they prefer culturally appropriate approaches 
designed to promote respect, togetherness, consensus, and sharing (cf. Jacobs and Brooks 2011). 
For the Yup’ik, managing resources is equivalent to caring for the land by interacting 
respectfully with it and the people living in it, including agency managers and scientists. 
Subsistence harvesters desire to participate in management with people they interact with on a 
regular basis, because those are the people they care about and respect (cf. Fienup-Riordan 
2005).  
 
Conclusion: Final Organizing System 
Figure 2 represents the final product of the analysis. The iceberg schematic shows two main 
sections—one below the waterline of visibility and one above the waterline of visibility. Above 
the waterline we observed visible barriers to and enablers of providing a meaningful role to 
subsistence harvesters in fish and wildlife management (Objective 2). Stakeholders can see and 
hear many of these barriers and enablers in real time during collaborative meetings. The very top 
of the schematic represents the ultimate outcomes of collaborative management. The main 
outcomes of concern in this case include 1) satisfaction with having a meaningful role in the 




with one’s role, because it is perceived to be meaningless, resulting in a decline in participation 
in the management process. 
The area above the waterline is critical for understanding observable outcomes of 
collaboration, but it only represents the tip of the iceberg. Deeper below the waterline, Figure 2 
contains distinctions between stakeholders rooted in their cultures and worldviews that are rarely 
evident during real time collaborations (Objective 1). Deeply rooted and often unrecognized 
beliefs, values, and worldviews can substantially influence the outcomes of collaborative 
management as shown by arrows pointing from the bottom toward the top of the iceberg.  
Beliefs, cultural features, and worldviews are interrelated and shown with a double-headed arrow 
to imply influence in both directions. When managers understand and recognize what lies below 
the waterline, they will be able to prevent barriers and implement enablers in ways that match the 
sociocultural context of collaborative resource management in the Delta. In other words, 
improved cultural awareness will allow managers to design and implement tribal consultation 
and public involvement methods that are culturally appropriate and at the same time, provide a 
meaningful role in fish and wildlife management for subsistence harvesters. 
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Fig. 3 Process for understanding meaning used in the qualitative interpretive analysis adapted 
from Bartley et al. (2014). 
 
